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In 1931, we introduced CO2 

guns powered from a large central 

tank. These compressed gas 

models, accessible in Crosman 

Shooting Ranges, gave Americans 

an enjoyable way to (literally) 

release the pressures of the day.

Like the rest of the country, Crosman set fun aside 

during the war years. In 1942, the O.S.S. — the 

agency that predated the C.I.A. — purchased 2000 

silent Crosman rifles for use in espionage missions. 

Scuttlebutt had them deployed across Malaya, India, 

and Burma, but the spies remain tight lipped.

A hundred years ago,   in 1923, visionary William A. McLean brought the 

world’s first pneumatic pump airgun to life. McLean took his plans and a prototype 

to the manager of the esteemed Crosman Brothers Seed Co. and that’s how the 

Crosman Rifle Company came into being. McLean’s string of innovations made air 

rifles “capable of anything a powder rifle will do, and lots that a powder rifle will not.”

In 1954, Crosman again upended the industry with the 

release of Powerlets®, disposable CO2 cylinders that held 50% 

more charge than the kind used for carbonation. Model 150 

and 157 single-shot pistols were the first airguns to use these 

Powerlets for “year ‘round shooting fun.” A year later, fine-tuned  

improvements lifted the Model 160 into becoming  

one of the most respected and popular airgun  

designs of all time.

Crosman — and its reputation as the go-to source for 

the pure joy of shooting — kept climbing higher. BB guns 

entered the line-up in 1958, as did spear guns. Yep, 

spear guns! Technological innovations increased airgun  

power, caliber, magazine size,  

and accuracy. 

The 1960s ushered in a wave of innovation and growth, 

earning Crosman President Kennedy’s “E” award for 

Excellence in Exporting. 

1966, was the year we introduced the unstoppable 

Pumpmaster 760.

Another ‘60s innovation was the Crosman Stop-N-Shoot 

in-store pellet gun demonstrator.

In 1924, the first Crosman lever model 

redefined the airgun. Its design pattern 

remains the basis for most American airguns 

made to this day! Accurate, powerful, and 

a joy to shoot, Crosman products soared to 

success, delivering “power without powder.”

THE FIRST FIFTY

These are some of the characters created in 1930 for The Crosman 

Rogue’s Gallery contest by none other than Dr. Seuss.

By 1929, Crosman rifles came 

in .22 caliber, magazine-fed, 

repeating models. 
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The introduction of break barrels (aka springers) 

boosted enthusiasm for the use of airguns 

for small game hunting. Crosman entered the 

fray in 2002 and has led the charge in 

advancements in the technology ever since.   

The next hill to climb was Airsoft, and man  

did Crosman climb it. Starting in 2003  

with three pistol kits, Crosman would quickly  

dominate the category, and still do to this day with a vast 

and constantly growing assortment of airsoft rifles, pistols, 

and accessories under our Game Face Airsoft brand.

Crosman has leveraged its unique ability to produce power with air 

into other technologies besides just airguns. We were at the leading 

edge of what would become a cultural obsession for years to come: 

paintball. Starting in 1986 with the introduction of the sport’s 
favorite side arm, the PGP, and first paintball rifle, the KP-3, Sheridan 

Paintball eventually morphed into Game Face Paintball, all Crosman 

brands. We even owned a pro paintball team, the Detroit Thunder. 

The ‘90s saw the beginning of Crosman’s expansion 

into global markets. Our brand is now synonymous with 

air power everywhere in the world that airguns are sold. 

In 2020, Crosman’s already industry-leading competition 

rifle, the Challenger received a major overhaul.  Having 

already been converted to PCP in 2009, it now features a 

sleek new look, and continues to win competitions as the 

airgun of choice for the U.S. Military JROTC programs.

Crosman redefined the break barrel in 2010 with 

the invention of the Nitro Piston, which replaces the 

standard break barrel spring with a nitrogen gas 

piston. This new technology reduces noise by 70%, 

and increases accuracy by eliminating the jerk of the 

decompressing spring.

The break barrel evolution continues today with 

Crosman’s Mag-Fire multi-shot technology.

In 1987, Crosman teamed up with Olympic gold medalist Ragnar 

Shanaker to design a world-class Match pistol. In its first year of 

international competition alone, athletes using the Crosman/Shanaker 

Match Pistol won three Gold medals and a Silver medal.

Here’s our sales team in the ‘70s.

Man, we were cool.

In 2006, the Crosman Custom Shop was introduced.  

At crosman.com, you can design your own airgun by 

choosing from an assortment of grip, trigger, barrel, 

frame, and optics options. You can even have your name 

engraved on the barrel.  

THE SECOND HALF OUR FIRST CENTURY

LIFE, LIBERTY, AND THE PURSUIT OF PERFECTION

This decade has gotten off to a truly 

exciting start with an explosion of mind blowing 

full auto BB guns that are sending shockwaves 

through the airgun world. What a fantastic way 

to close out our first one hundred years.
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362 100 YEAR EDITION
Single-Shot, Variable Pump Pellet Rifle 
• Each 100 Year Edition 362 is part of a limited run of 2,023, only available 
through crosman.com while supplies last 

• Special edition Turkish walnut stock, with embedded metal 100 Year badge 
• Compact frame with steel breech, brass bolt and trigger  
• Single shot, variable pump controlled velocities up to 800 fps 
• Fully adjustable rear sight 
• Ideal for those transitioning into  
small game hunting 

Model C2023 .22 cal. 800 fps

362
100 YEAR EDITION

LEGACY
100 YEAR EDITION

Legacy 100 YEAR EDITION
Variable Pump BB/Pellet Rifle 
• Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
• BB velocity up to 800 fps
• Pellet velocity up to 1000 fps
• All-weather synthetic stock
• Fiber optic front sight

Model CLGY1000-100YR 

In commemoration of the Crosman centennial, we’re 
releasing a special limited edition 362. This versatile 
single shot, bolt-action air rifle is one of our favorites, and 
a fresh take on the classic variable pump platform. With 
it’s handsome Turkish walnut stock, it’s perfect for skill 
advancement, small game hunting, critter control — and 
showing off your devotion to air-powered awesomeness.

A century of air-powered awesomeness is quite a legacy —  
and Crosman has a Legacy for you, too. 

The limited edition 100 Year Crosman Legacy 1000 features an 
all-weather synthetic stock with gold accents as a special 100th 
anniversary gift for us all. This is our most advanced single-shot, 
variable pump air rifle and it offers you next level power and 
performance. It features a built-in 850 BB reservoir, rifled steel 
barrel, fiber optic sight, and crossbolt safety.

As a celebratory bonus, every 100 Year Legacy 1000 comes 
with one of 10 special 100 Year pellet tins, each commemorating 
a decade of Crosman. The full set of commemorative tins are 
available only at crosman.com.

6crosman.com5



FULL  AUTO

Proposition 65 Warning for California Consumers. WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm. www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Full or Semi-Auto BB Rifle 

Welcome to the future of air power. The ST-1, a modern 
full auto tactical BB rifle quickly converts into a pistol. 
Bullseye far-off targets with its butt stock and barrel 
extender attached, or remove them for close- and mid-
range pistol action. 

The ST-1 fires in semi- or full auto and breaks down 
smoothly so you can pack it up in seconds. It boasts 
a feature set that unleashes the full-on fun of full auto, 
including an integrated, quick-reload, 25-round drop 
magazine with a high-capacity reservoir (400 rounds), 
and room for two Powerlet CO2 cartridges.

Model CFAST1X

New! Now available in semi-auto.

Model CSAST1

87 crosman.com
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FULL  AUTO

Proposition 65 Warning for California Consumers. WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm. www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Full Auto AK1
Full Auto BB Rifle

Switch from semi to full auto and its dual CO2  Powerlets will fling 1400 BBs-per-minute 
at 430 fps. This modern take on an all-time classic comes with a 28-round removable, 
spring-fed magazine, an AK-compatible pistol grip, and a foldable/adjustable 5-position 
butt stock to give you a full-on AK experience. That’s power without powder! Added 
blowback action equals a level of fun that only a full auto BB gun can provide.

Model CAK1

New! Full Auto AK Pistol
Enjoy classic AK style — now in pistol 
format — with this semi and full auto BB 
powerhouse. Dual CO2 Powerlets fire 1400 
BBs-per-minute at 430 fps from a 28-round 
removable, spring-fed magazine. With the 
added blowback action you’ll feel the force 
of full auto as you let fly.

Model CAKPWX

Full Auto R1
Full Auto BB Rifle

Maximize backyard fun with the Crosman Full Auto R1 tactical BB air rifle 
with full and semi-auto action, fueled by two 12-gram CO2 Powerlets and a 
25-round drop magazine. Each R1 rifle features an AR-compatible pistol grip 
and buffer tube (with removable sleeve), an adjustable stock, plus a quad rail 
forearm for endless accessory mounting. You can get your own Full Auto R1 
in black, with a flip-up sights [Model CFAR1B] or in flat dark earth, with a 
red dot sight [Model CFAR1X]. Customize your R1 with other AR stocks and 
pistol grips and get ready for full-auto exhilaration.

Full Auto P1
Full Auto BB Pistol

Take it outside with this tactical air pistol capable of 
slinging BBs up to 400 fps. The Full Auto P1 features a full 
metal frame and slide that delivers the heft and feel of a 
firearm, and that’s amplified by built-in blowback action. 
The P1 packs a removable 19-shot BB magazine with 
integrated housing for a 12-gram CO2 Powerlet. An included 
rail-mounted laser and fixed front and rear notch sights 
have you all set for full-on backyard blasting.

Model CFAMP1L
Model PFAM9B (without laser)

109 crosman.com

FULL     AUTO

Full Auto A4-P
Full Auto BB Pistol

Switch from semi to full auto with the 
Full Auto A4-P and get ready to show those 
tin cans who’s the boss. This tactical BB air 
rifle flings an intense 1400-BBs-per-minute 
at a blistering 400 fps. Each comes with an 
AR-compatible pistol grip and buffer tube (with 
removable sleeve), plus a quad rail forearm for 
endless accessory mounting. Built-in blowback 
action pairs with the feel and functionality of 
a firearm for ultimate fun. The Full Auto A4-P 
features a unique muzzle end cap, a red dot 
sight, and 25-round drop magazine.

Model CFAA4PX



SEMI  AUTOFULL  AUTO

Semi-Auto R1
Semi Auto BB Rifle
• AR compatible buffer tube and pistol grip
• 25 round, drop out magazine with CO2 housing
• Blowback action
• Adjustable 6 position butt stock
• Quad rail forearm for accessory mounting
• Flip-up back up iron sights (BUIS)
• Realistic weight and functions

Model CSAR1

Semi-Auto SBR
Semi-Auto BB Rifle
• Blowback action
• Powered by CO2
• Adjustable 6 position butt stock
• AR compatible pistol grip
• Quad Rail forearm for accessory mounting
• Flip up back up iron sights (BUIS)
• Realistic weight and functions

Model CSBRSA

The vision of Children of Fallen Patriots Foundation is to ensure 
that every child of a fallen patriot receives all necessary college 
funding. We believe a college education is the single most important 
gift we can give these children. We believe this is an important 
investment in the future of America. We believe this is one of the 
best ways we can honor those who died defending our country.

THE CHILDREN OF FALLEN PATRIOTS FOUNDATION 
provides college scholarships and educational counseling to military children who have lost 
a parent in the line of duty. They are dedicated to serving the families of service members 
from all branches of the armed forces who have died as a result of combat casualties, military 
training accidents, service-related illnesses, suicide, as well as other duty-related deaths as 
ruled by the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Crosman loves this and would like to help, so we’ve developed this special 
Full Auto R1 Fallen Patriots Edition, and we’re donating a portion of the proceeds to the CFPF. 
To find out more about the great things the foundation is doing at fallenpatriots.org

Full Auto R1 Fallen Patriots Edition 
Model CFAR1FP

Proposition 65 Warning for California Consumers. WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm. www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 1211 crosman.com
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Crosman has been on the hunt 

for almost a century, making your 

shots count when you aim big. 

14crosman.com
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Icon
PCP Powered Hunting Pellet Rifle 
• Great gun to introduce shooters to PCP technology!
• Up to 2000 PSI pressure gauge
• Ambidextrous, all-weather stock 
• Adjustable rear sight
• Fixed front sight

Model CPI22S      .22        700 fps
Model CPI77S      .177      900 fps

New! Prospect
PCP Powered Hunting Pellet Rifle 
• Great gun to introduce shooters to PCP technology
• Regulated 3600psi reservoir
• Side lever action
• Ambidextrous, all-weather traditional stock 

• Picatinny mounts

Model CPPR2S      .22        900fps
Model CPPR7S      .177      1000fps

New! 3677 / 3622
PCP Powered Hunting Pellet Rifle 
• Great gun to introduce shooters to PCP technology!
• Up to 3600 PSI pressure gauge
• Ambidextrous, all-weather stock 
• Picatinny mounts

• Integrated sound suppression

Model C3622S      .22        900 fps
Model C3677S      .177      1000 fps

Proposition 65 Warning for California Consumers. WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm. www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

New! High Pressure Hand Pump
• 4500 PSI
• Efficient 3-stage fill design maximizes output of each stroke
• Braided steel hose
• Female quick-disconnect coupling
• Fits any brand of PCP gun with a male foster quick-
disconnect on its reservoir

Model HP4KU

16crosman.com

AIR POW
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Mag-Fire Ultra
• 3-9x40 AO scope
• Soft-touch inserts
• Picatinny rail
• Sling mount

Model CMU2SXS  .22 cal.  975 fps   
Model CMU7SXS  .177 cal.  1300 fps 

Mag-Fire Extreme
• 3-9x40 AO scope
• Adjustable cheek piece
• Picatinny rail
• Sling mount

Model CME2SXS  .22 cal.  975 fps 
Model CME7SXS  .177 cal.  1300 fps  

Mag-Fire Mission
• 4x32 scope
• Dovetail rail

Model CMM2SXS  .22 cal.  975 fps
Model CMM7SXS  .177 cal.  1300 fps  

New! Mag-Fire Diamondback
• New enhanced Clean Break trigger
• 4x32 scope
• Dovetail rail

Model CMD2SXS  .22 cal.  975 fps   
Model CMD7SXS  .177 cal.  1300 fps  

New! Mag-Fire Trailhawk
• New enhanced Clean Break trigger
• 4x32 scope
• Dovetail rail

Model CMT2SXW  .22 cal.  975 fps
Model CMT7SXW  .177 cal.  1300 fps  

MAG-FIRE
A Refined Approach To Multi-Shot,  

Break-Barrel Innovation

All Mag-Fire rifles feature:
• Mag-Fire Low Profile Multi-Shot Action
• Rotary Magazine for Rapid Follow Up Shots
• Powered by Nitro Piston Elite
• Rifled Steel Barrel
• Adjustable, Two-Stage Clean Break TriggerTM

• 5-year Warranty

BREAK BARREL

Proposition 65 Warning for California Consumers. WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm. www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 18crosman.com

AIR POW
ERED HUNT
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Fire
Nitro Piston Powered Break Barrel Air Rifle
• QuietFireTM sound suppression technology
• Rifled steel barrel
• Two-stage, adjustable trigger
• 4x32 mm scope

Model CF7SXS  .177 cal.  1200 fps   

Shockwave®

Nitro Piston Powered Break Barrel Air Rifle
• QuietFireTM sound suppression technology
• Adjustable rear/fiber optic front sight
• Rifled steel barrel 
• Two-stage, adjustable trigger
• 4x32 mm scope

Model CS2SXS .22 cal. 950 fps
Model CS7SXS .177 cal. 1200 fps 

Vantage® NP
Nitro Piston Powered Break Barrel Air Rifle
• Adjustable rear/fiber optic front sight
• Rifled steel barrel
• Two-stage, adjustable trigger
• 4x32 mm scope

Model CVAN82W (no scope) .22 cal. 950 fps 
Model 30021 .177 cal. 1200 fps

Optimus®

Spring Powered Break Barrel Air Rifle
• Adjustable rear/fiber optic front sight
• Rifled steel barrel
• 4x32 mm scope

Model CO8M22X .22 cal. 950 fps
Model CO1K77X .177 cal. 1200 fps

BREAK BARREL

Proposition 65 Warning for California Consumers. WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm. www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 20crosman.com
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Drifter Kit
Variable Pump Pellet Pistol/Rifle Kit

The Drifter Kit is packed with a versatile, variable 
pump airgun that is dipped in a carbon fiber hydro 
dip, a removable shoulder stock, pistol grips, 
universal rifle stock pouch, roll up case and 400 
rounds of .22-caliber Piranha pellets. 

• Velocity up to 625 fps
• Fiber optic front sight
• Peep/open rear sight

Model 2289CFKT

362 / 367
Single-Shot, Variable Pump Pellet Rifle 
• Compact, durable and rugged water resistant synthetic frame  
• Single shot, variable pump controlled  
velocities up to 800 fps 

• Fully adjustable rear sight 
• Ideal for those transitioning into  
small game hunting 

Model C362 .22 cal. 800 fps
Model C367 .177 cal. 960 fpsPUMP

Proposition 65 Warning for California Consumers. WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm. www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 22crosman.com
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Crosman sport airguns take you from 

backyard plinking to Olympic glory. 

You can grab gold or perforate tin.  

It all depends on your pleasure!

24crosman.com
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Challenger® PCP
PCP Powered, Three-Position,  
Competition Pellet Rifle 
• .177 caliber
• Fully Adjustable synthetic “precision class style” stock
• Regulator for shot to shot consistency
• Swappable side lever cocking handle 
• Two-stage match grade trigger with adjustable shoe
• 3000 PSI reservoir for 200+ more shots per fill
• Higher factory set Velocity 580 FPS
• Hooded front aperture sight and micro click 
adjustable diopter rear sight

• Floating Lothar Walther barrel
• Meets requirements of National Standard three-
position air rifle

Model CH2021S  

The Challenger PCP  
three-position pellet rifle  
brings big upgrades to the go-to choice 
for Sporter class competitors. If you have 
your eye on the podium, you’re reaching for 
a Challenger—the rifle of choice of all U.S. 
Military JROTC programs.

Big congratulations to the 2022 
champions, the MCJROTC team 
from Nation Ford High School in 
Fort Mill South Carolina! That’s 
Maya Cameron (left) and Isabelle 
Fetting (right), using, of course, 
Crosman Challenger PCPs to earn 
a winning score of 4440 - 159.

Proposition 65 Warning for California Consumers. WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm. www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 26crosman.com
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M4-177
Variable Pump BB/Pellet Rifle
• Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
• Rifled-steel barrel
• BB velocity up to 645 fps
• Pellet velocity up to 700 fps
• Mount your favorite accessories on the Picatinny rails
• Fully-adjustable sights
• 18-shot internal magazine with 200-shot reservoir
• Includes a five-shot Firepow’r® pellet clip

Model M4-177    

Legacy 1000
Variable Pump BB/Pellet Rifle 
• Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
• Rifled steel barrel

• BB velocity up to 800 fps
• Pellet velocity up to 1000 fps
• All-weather synthetic stock
• Fiber optic front sight
• Includes a 4x scope

Model CLGY1000KT 

M4-177 Kit
Kit includes M4-177 rifle, carry handle with 
built-in dual-aperture windage and elevation 
sights, shooting glasses and five paper targets.

Model M4-177KT

2100 Classic
Variable Pump BB/Pellet Rifle 
• Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal.)

• Metal die cast receiver
• Rifled steel barrel
• BB velocity up to 755 fps
• Pellet velocity up to 800 fps
• Fiber optic front sight

Model 2100B
Model 2100X w/4x scope

760 Pumpmaster® Kit
Includes 760B Pumpmaster, 4x scope,  
shooting glasses and five paper targets.

Model 760BKT    

760 Pumpmaster®

Variable Pump BB/Pellet Rifle
• Large reservoir capacity, holds 1,000 BBs
• Easy-access BB loading port
• Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
• BB velocity up to 645 fps
• Pellet velocity up to 700 fps
• 18 shot BB magazine
• Elevation-adjustable rear sight

Model 1077
Model 7-1077KT     
(Includes clip, three rotary mags and shooting glasses)

1077 FreeStyle®

All the features of the RepeatAir 1077 plus three-tone dynamic 
and sporty color styling, and a modernized butt pad and 
magazine design.

Model 1077FSG

New! 1077 Tactical
Model 1077TAC

Model 760X  Brown w/4x scope
Model 760B  Brown, gun only    
Model 760P  Pink, gun only 

Twelve shots as fast as you  
can pull the trigger.

RepeatAir® 1077
 .177 caliber Semi-Automatic Pellet Repeater

With CO2 power and a 12-shot rotary clip you can put 
the maximum amount of lead down range in the least 
amount of time, with velocities up to 780 fps. Challenge 
your friends. Challenge yourself. The rifled steel barrel, 
windage adjustable rear sight and fiber optic front 
sight combine to help improve your accuracy. 

Proposition 65 Warning for California Consumers. WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm. www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 28crosman.com
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Night Stalker®

CO2 Powered BB Pistol with Laser
• Integrated adjustable red laser sight
• Blowback action
• Full metal construction
• 18 round magazine
• Up to 420 fps
• Batteries included

Model PFM520 

PFM16
CO2 Powered Compact BB Pistol
• Full metal semi-auto repeater
• Up to 400 fps
• Compact design
• Removable grip for easy replacement of CO2 
• Quick release, 20-round drop out magazine
• Fixed blade and notch sighting system

Model PFM16 

1911BB
CO2 Powered BB Pistol
• Up to 480 fps
• Steel barrel 
• Removable grip for easy replacement of CO2 
• Picatinny accessory rail 
• Quick release, 20 round drop-out magazine
• Fixed blade and notch sighting system

Model 40001 

C11
CO2 Powered BB Pistol
• Up to 480 fps
• Removable grip for easy  
replacement of CO2 

• Quick release, 20 round drop-out magazine
• Under barrel accessory rail
• Fixed blade and notch sighting system

Model C11 

P10KT 
CO2 Powered BB Pistol Kit
• Up to 480 fps
• Steel barrel 
• Removable grip for easy replacement of CO2 
• Quick release, 20 round drop-out magazine
• Under barrel accessory rail
• Fixed blade and notch sighting system

Includes P10, Copperhead BBs, 2 CO2 
cartridges, and shooting glasses.

Model P10KT  

Proposition 65 Warning for California Consumers. WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm. www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 30crosman.com
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  Compliant version available for Canadian customers 

MAKO®

CO2 Powered Blowback BB Pistol
• Up to 425 fps
• Semi-auto repeater with blowback slide
• Silver metal slide and steel barrel 
• Removable back strap for easy replacement of CO2 
• Quick release, 20 round drop-out magazine
• Under barrel accessory rail
• Fiber optic sights

Model CM9B 

MK45
CO2 Powered BB Pistol
• Up to 480 fps
• Steel barrel 
• Removable grip for easy replacement of CO2 
• Quick release, 20 round drop-out magazine
• Picatinny accessory rail 
• Fixed blade and notch sighting system

Model MK45  



REVOLVERS

New! Fortify
CO2 Powered BB Pistol
• Single action
• Velocity to 330 fps
• Removable grip for easy replacement of CO2 
• Quick release, 18 round, easy load BB feed
• Fixed blade and notch sighting system

Model CR45

Triple Threat®

CO2 Powered BB/Pellet Revolver
• Eight inch, six inch and three inch rifled steel barrels
• Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
• BB velocity up to 425 fps
• Pellet velocity up to 450 fps
• 10-shot pellet clip/6-shot BB clip
• Removable grip for easy replacement of CO2 
• Adjustable rear sight

Model CR44TTKT 

Vigilante®

CO2 Powered BB/Pellet Revolver
• Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
• BB velocity up to 465 fps
• Pellet velocity up to 435 fps
• 6 inch rifled steel barrel
• Picatinny rail
• Removable grip for easy replacement of CO2 
• Adjustable rear sight

Model CCP8B2      

SNR357
CO2 Powered, BB/Pellet Snubnose Revolver
• Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
• BB velocity up to 400 fps
• Pellet velocity up to 500 fps
• Heavy weight, full metal body
• Double or single action
• Front fixed blade sight and adjustable rear sight
• Silver trigger, hammer and cylinder release switch
• Removable grip for easy replacement of CO2

 Model SNR357   

SR357
CO2 Powered BB Revolver
• Heavy weight, full metal body
• Double or single action
• Up to 450 fps
• 6-shot swing-out cylinder with reusable cartridges
• Front fixed blade sight and adjustable rear sight
• Removable grip for easy replacement of CO2 

Model CRVL357S   

 
Cartridges also sold separately
 (BBs not included). 

Model CRVLBUL6P

Cartridges also sold separately
 (BBs not included). 

Model CRVLBUL6P

Cartridges also sold separately
 (Pellets not included). 

Model CRVLPEL6P

Proposition 65 Warning for California Consumers. WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm. www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 32crosman.com
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PUMP GUNS SPRING POWER
PSM45
Spring Powered, Single-Shot BB Pistol
• Metal slide, polymer frame
• Realistic weight
• Picatinny accessory rail
• Up to 190 fps
• Fixed sights
• Quick release, 20 round drop-out magazine
• Fixed blade and notch sighting system

Model PSM45

Classic 1911 Pistol Kit
Spring Powered BB Pistol with Target
• Picatinny rail for accessory mounting
• Golf ball grip pattern for added traction
• Up to 200 fps
• Skeletonized trigger
• Ring hammer
• Kit includes gel target and 250 BBs

Model S1911KT  

American Classic Kit
Kit includes:
• American Classic .22 cal.
• Shoulder Stock
• Pistol grips
• Shooting glasses
• 175 ct.– .22 cal. pellets

Model P1322KTE  

American Classic
Variable Pump Pellet Pistols
• Single shot bolt action
• Variable pump power
• Adjustable rear sight (peep or open)

 
Model P1322 (black) .22 460 fps  
Model P1377 (black) .177 695 fps  
Model P1377BR (brown) .177 695 fps

Proposition 65 Warning for California Consumers. WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm. www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 34crosman.com
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2300T
CO2 Powered, Bolt-Action Target Pistol
• .177 caliber
• Up to 420 fps
• Single-stage adjustable trigger
• Rifled barrel
• Front blade sight
• Windage and elevation-adjustable LPA rear sight
• Dovetail mounting rail
• 40 consistent shots per Powerlet®

Model 2300T    

2240
CO2 Powered Pellet Pistol
• .22 caliber
• Up to 460 fps
• Single shot bolt action
• Ambidextrous grip
• Adjustable rear/fixed front sights
• Rifled steel barrel
• 60 consistent shots per Powerlet®

Model 2240  

2300S
CO2 Powered, Bolt-Action Target Pistol
• .177 caliber
• Up to 520 fps
• Single-stage adjustable trigger
• Stainless steel bolt
• Adjustable hammer spring allowing velocity to be adjusted
• 10.1 inch Lothar Walther choked, match barrel
• Dovetail mounting rail
• Williams® notched micrometer adjustable, rear sight
• 60 consistent shots per Powerlet®
• Meets IHMSA production class rules

Model 2300S

1701P Silhouette®

PCP-Powered, Bolt-Action  
10-meter Match Grade Target Pistol
• .177 caliber
• Up to 550 fps
• Lothar Walther precision barrel
• Reversible bolt
• Two-stage adjustable trigger
• Adjustable front blade sight
• Dovetail mounting rail
• Capable of 50 shots per fill
• Meets IHMSA production class

Model 1701P  

Proposition 65 Warning for California Consumers. WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm. www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 36crosman.com
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COMPETITION PISTOLS

  Compliant version available for Canadian customers 



ACCESSORIES
Model 231B 5 ct.
Model C2315 15 ct.
Model 2311 25 ct.
Model 23140 40 ct.
Model 2318 500 ct. (bulk, not shown)
 

Powerlet® CO2 Cartridges
CO2 power allows you to shoot in rapid succession 
without the need to manually pump between 
shots. Pioneered by Crosman in the 1930s, the 
Powerlet® CO2 cartridge opens up a world of fun.

CO2  |  PELLETS  |  BBS  |  TARGETS   
CLIPS  | MAGS  |  OPTICS  |  MORE

38crosman.com
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Fast Flight® Penetrator
Ultra high velocity, lead-free,  

environmentally-friendly pellets.

Model LF1754   .177 cal.   5.4 gr.   150 ct.

Essential Dome .177
Model LDE7   .177 cal.   7.0 gr.   500 ct.
Model LDE2   .22 cal.   13.7 gr.   250 ct.

Gold Flight® Penetrator
Mid-weight pointed, lead-free,  
environmentally-friendly pellets.

Model LF1785   .177 cal.   8.5 gr.   125 ct.

Red Flight® Penetrator
Maximum energy, lead-free,  

environmentally-friendly pellets.

Model LF22167   .22 cal.   16.7 gr.   100 ct.

Domed
Model LUM77   .177 cal.   10.5 gr.   500 ct.
Model LDP22   .22 cal.   14.3 gr.   500 ct.
Model 177HB   .177 cal.   10.5 gr.   1250 ct.

Wadcutter
Model 6177   .177 cal.  7.4 gr.   250 ct.

Destroyer®

Model DS177   .177 cal.   7.4 gr.   250 ct.
Model DES22   .22 cal.   14.3 gr.   175 ct.

Black Widow® Pellets
Model CBW776P   .177 cal.   7.7 gr.   250 ct.

Pointed
Model P177   .177 cal.   7.4 gr.   250 ct.

Model 7-P577   .177 cal.   7.4 gr.   500 ct.
Model P022   .22 cal.   14.3 gr.   175 ct.

Copper Magnum Domed
Model CPD22   .22 cal.   17.9 gr.   150 ct.

Model CPD776p   .177 cal.   9.1 gr.   200 ct.

Hollow Point
Model LHP77   .177 cal.   7.9 gr.   500 ct.
Model LHP22   .22 cal.   14.3 gr.   500 ct.

Domed, Ultra Heavy
Model LDHP226P   .22 cal.   19 gr.  200 ct.

WARNING:  Lead pellets. Contains a chemical known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects 
(or other reproductive harm). Do not inhale dust or put pellets in mouth. Wash hands after handling.

1500 ct. 
Model 0737

6000 ct. 
Model 0767

2500 ct.
Model 0747

1000 ct.
Model CBW1K

New! 
1000 ct.
Model CST1K

COPPERHEAD® BBSAIRGUN PELLETS

40crosman.com
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Piranha® Hollow Point
Model LPPH7   .177 cal.   10.5 gr.   400 ct.
Model LPPH2   .22 cal.   14.3 gr.   400 ct.



Dual Target Pack
2 pack of all-metal spinning targets. 
Two separate targets for engagement at 
different distances or locations. Includes 
extra set of stickers. For use with .177 and 
.22 caliber lead pellets only.

Recommended for .177 caliber up to  
1200 fps and .22 caliber up to 950 fps

Model CS2LT

Spinning Target
All-metal spinning system features two 
target sizes. Folds up for easy storage 
and portability. Includes an extra set of 
stickers. For use with .177 and .22 caliber 
lead pellets only.

Recommended for .177 caliber up to 
1200 fps and .22 caliber up to 950 fps.

Model CSLT

Resetting Field Target
Ideal for field target practice and 
backyard shooting. Hit the lower 
paddle to reset the kill zone target. 
For use with .177 and .22 caliber 
lead pellets only.

Model CSRT

NRA Target
100 Count, 10-meter  
air rifle target. 
Printed and packaged  
in the USA.

Model CHTARGET

Varmint Targets
9.75”x9” full-color paper 
targets. Each features a 
varmint with three bulls-
eyes. Compatible with the 
Crosman Target Trap. Five 
each of four designs (20 total).

Model 0496PDQ

Zombie Targets
9.75”x9” full-color paper 
targets featuring zombies 
with multiple bulls-eyes. 
Compatible with the 
Crosman Target Trap.  
Five each of four designs 
(20 total).

Model CPVT5

Varmint Target Block
8x8” high density foam block traps 
pellets and BBs. Each side depicts 
one of the Crosman Varmint Targets. 

Printed and packaged  
in the USA.

Sold individually.

Model CAVTB

Not recommended for use with airguns that exceed 800 fps 
in .177 caliber, 650 fps in .20 caliber, 750 fps in .22 caliber, 
.25 caliber airguns or metal-tipped pellets. Pellet only.

Indoor/Outdoor Target Trap
Triple layered curtains, backed by heavy-gauge 
galvanized steel plate.

Collapses flat for easy storage.

Includes 12 paper targets (two each of six designs).

Model 0853

Visible Impact®  
14 in. Foam Range Targets
These polystyrene foam targets are designed to create 
highly-visible holes. Weather-resistant for year-round 
use with either airguns or firearms.

Model T14R-P

TARGETS
Dueling Tree Airgun Target
Feedback you can see and hear

Easy to assemble, no tools needed
• Durable heavy duty steel constructions
• Six 3 mm steel plates that swing from side to 
side when hit, allowing you to compete against 
others or shoot by yourself all day.

• Helps you improve both your speed and accura-
cy with pellet rifles and pistols

Model CDTT
42crosman.com
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• Rear diopter sight and hooded front sight
• Designed and engineered in the U.S.A.
• Delivers repeatable micrometer sight adjustments
• Allows user to rotate front and rear sight for shooting in cant position
• Compatible with 11 mm dovetailed receiver
• Comes with non-shooting eye blinder that attaches to rear sight
Model CDPT1

Diopter Sight System
Adjustable Precision Diopter Sight

Includes: Four fixed sight blades and four 
rotatable sight blades (sizes 3.8 mm, 4.0 mm, 
4.2 mm and 4.4 mm)

Red Dot Sight
This red dot sight includes  
easy-to-use finger adjustments  
and a large lens for increased  
field of vision. Battery included.

Model 0290RD

Targetfinder® 4x Scope
The Targetfinder® has turret sight adjustments and 
precision coated optics. It also adjusts for windage and 
elevation and easily mounts on air rifles with 3/8” dovetail 
grooved receivers.

Not recommended for break barrel rifles.

Model 0410

Full Auto BB Mag
You can’t have too many spares. 
Compatible with Crosman AR 
style full auto BB rifles.

Model DSFAM

AK1 Mag
With the AK1 firing 1400 rounds per 
minute you might want to pick up 
a few of these AK1 magazines! This 
extra mag spring feeds 25 BBs for 
rapid-fire action and houses two 
Powerlet CO2 cartridges.

Model CAKFAM

High Capacity Mag
Make the most of your Full Auto with 
a 300-round capacity magazine, 
spring feeding 25 BBs at a shot so 
you enjoy serious rapid-fire action. 
Each mag holds two Powerlet CO2  
cartridges and features an integrated 
speed loader mechanism for 
whip-fast reloads. Compatible with 
Crosman AR style full auto BB rifles.

Model CFAHCM

Icon Spare Mag 
Model CISM2 .22 10 rounds
Model CISM7 .177 12 rounds

Mag-Fire Mags 
.22 caliber, 10-round rotary clip
Model CMSM2

.177 caliber, 12-round rotary clip
Model CMSM7

1077 Rotary Clips 
Three pack of 12-shot clips  
for the 1077 air rifles.

Model 0413

Three pack of 6-shot BB clips  
for the Vigilante™ and Triple Threat also 
sold separately (BBs not included)

Model 408T

Three pack of 10-shot pellet clips  
for the Vigilante™ and Triple Threat also sold 

separately (Pellets not included)

Model 407T

MAGS&CLIPS OPTICS
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Rifle Stock Pouch Kit
• 4 metal silhouette targets, cartridge holders and Crosman patch included
• Perfect for most air rifles and shotgun/rifle firearms
• 3 Velcro adjustable straps
• Zippered pouch
• Velcro side, ideal for Logo patches or cartridge holders

Model CRSPKT

Shoulder Stock
Convert your pistol to a rifle, as easy as turning a screw. 
Designed to fit the 1377C, 1322C, PC77B, 2240, 2300T, 
P1377, P1377BR  and P1322 pistols.

Model 1399

Shooting Glasses
Essential for safety. Form fitting. 
High-impact plastic lens.  
Meets ANSI Z87.1-2015  
National Safety and CE Standards.

Model 0475C

Pellet Loader 
Holds 16 pellets. Quickly and easily 
loads pellet into tight breeches. Fits 
in your pocket. Easy to use. 

.177 caliber only.

Model PL177

Pellgunoil® 
This 1/4 ounce tube of special  
formulated oil is used with pneumatic  
or CO2 powered airguns.

Model 0241

Silicone Chamber Oil 
Specifically created for spring, 
Nitro Piston, Nitro Piston Elite and 
Pre-charged Pneumatic (PCP) 
powered airguns.

Model RMCOIL

Challenger® Bipod
Model CHBP

Hand Stop Swivel
• Approved shooting aid
• Attaches to accessory slot below stock

Model CHHSS

Clear Barrel Indicator
• Instantly lets others know your rifle is safe. 
Required by most competitions.

• No-scratch finish slips into open breech
• Bore-cleaning foam tip

Model CHCBI

Challenger® Sling
• Sporter Rule compliant
• 1.25 inch wide

Model CHSS

Competition  
Spotting Scope  Stand
Deluxe Aluminum  
Tripod Scope Stand
• Folding tripod base
• Extension rods
• Carry ball
• Sliding crossbar
• Swivel head
• Carrying case included 

Model CCSSS

(Spotting scope not included)

Competition  
Rifle Stand
Deluxe Aluminum Rifle Stand
• Folding tripod base
• Collapsible rod with locking clamps
• Extends from 27" to 62"
• Includes rifle rest, pellet tray  
and carrying case

Model CCRS

Revolver Holster
• Fits most revolvers in our assortment
• EVA molded- form fit
• Leather snap strap to secure revolver in place
• Belt strap

Model CR6H
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Est. 1923

THIS IS THE ONGOING EVOLUTION 

OF AIR POWER FOR THE MODERN 

MARKSMAN. WE HAVEN’T JUST 

PIONEERED THE AIRGUN INDUSTRY 

FROM OUR RURAL OUTPOST IN 

ROCHESTER – WE’VE USHERED IN 

A NEW ERA OF AMERICAN 

INNOVATION, MARKSMANSHIP, AND 

SPORTING HERITAGE . ALL WHILE 

RESPECTING THE PROUD CROSMAN 

TRADITION OF NON-TRADITION.

Here’s to 100 more.

7629 Routes 5 & 20

Bloomfield NY 14469

1-800-724-7486

crosman.com


